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Dear Client, 
 
 

Thank you for purchasing this quality product! 

Your new access equipment is the result of an innovative 

approach and the pursuit of quality. It has been designed to be 

functional, safe, comfortable and durable. It has style with 

excellent operational features. 

When your machine requires maintenance, only the genuine spare 

parts should be used as supplied by Upright in order to ensure 

safety and reliability. 

Before operating, please read and understand this manual 

thoroughly!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Note: The Company’s products are in continuous improvement, diagrams are not 

modified generally unless the product has significant changes. For any queries or 

discrepancies contact to Upright or appointed agent. 
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Introduction 
 
If this is the first time you used this product, this machine will give you 
total satisfaction if you follow these operation and maintenance 
instructions carefully. 
 
This manual is intended to help you. 
 
The purpose of this manual is to provide the users with the essential 
knowledge for carrying out the procedures necessary for the proper 
operation of the machine and for the purposes for which it is intended. 
All the information contained in this manual must be read and 
understood before attempting to operate the machine. 
 
The manual is an important document. Keep it on the machine at all 
times during operation. Remember that NO EQUIPMENT IS SAFE if 
the operator does not observe the safety precautions. 
 
The manufacturer has no direct control over the operation, the 
applications of the machine and the environment into which it is 
placed therefore all appropriate safety procedures are the 
responsibility of the owner, the user and other personnel engaged 
in the use and operation of the machine. 
 
All the instructions contained in this manual are based on the use of the 
machine when it is working CORRECTLY, without alterations and/or 
modifications to the original model. Any alteration and/or modification 
to the machine is STRICTLY PROHIBITED, without the prior authorisation 
from Upright. 
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 Notes: 
 
Advice when using this machine 

 

• Always be compliant with the safety instructions concerning the 

machine itself, its use and its environment. 

• Use within the limitation of use as defined by the manufacturer. 

• Apply the correct maintenance and operating procedures which if 

not followed will affect the machine’s safety.  

• During and after the warranty period, our After Sales & Service 

Department is available to provide any services you may require.  

• When contacting our After Sales and Service Department, specify 

the exact machine type and its serial number. 

• When ordering consumable or spare parts, use this manual and 

the "Spare parts" section to ensure correct ordering of original 

parts. This is the sole guarantee of part interchangeability and 

continued satisfactory operation. 

• This instruction manual is supplied with the machine and is 

referenced on the delivery note. 

• When carrying out maintenance procedures, be aware of all 

hazards and dangers that may exist and to those outlined in the 

Service manual. 
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1. Outline Assembly Drawing 

 

MX 1430 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1. Chassis  
2. Drive motors & wheels  
3. Pothole protection  
4. Hydraulic cylinder 
5. Scissor arms 
6. Extension Deck 
7. Toe Board  
8. Platform controls  
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MX 1430 ll

 
 
 
1. Chassis  
2. Drive motors & wheels 
3. Pothole protection 
4. Machine Compartment 
5. Hydraulic Cylinder 
6. Scissors Arms  
7. Work platform and Handrails  
8. Platform controls
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2. Main Structure and System Description 

2.1 The mechanical structure 

The Mobile Scissor Lift consists of four Main parts: Chassis, Scissor Arms, 

Platform and Guardrails. The chassis is made from fabricated welded 

steel plate, Scissor arms/Booms are high strength seamless rectangular 

steel tube with welded hinge pivot points. The Platform is made of steel 

plate, channel section and high-strength seamless Rectangular tube. The 

guardrails are circular steel tubing formed to surround the platform and 

protect the operator. All the above materials are combined in a design to 

ensure safe and reliable operation of the machine. 

2.2 Hydraulic System 

The hydraulic system consists of the following components: 

- Oil tank 

- Electric motor / gear pump power pack 

- The Manifold Valve block  

- The Lift cylinder  

- Steering cylinder 

- Emergency lowering valve 

The oil flow in the hydraulic system is controlled by the speed of the 

electric motor and the hydraulic pumps volumetric output. 

The manifold valve controls the oil flow to the lift and steering cylinder 

depending on the function selected by the operator using the Joystick 

controller (see electric system 2.3)  

The hydraulic system is protected against excessive pressure by a 

pressure relief valve.  

In cases where the pressure exceeds the normal operating range in the 

system, the pressure relief valve opens and diverts oil flow back to the 

tank. This protects the system from mechanical or hydraulic failure 

In case of loss of power or for emergencies, the platform may be 

lowered by the mechanical emergency lowering system. (refer Hydraulic 

diagram) 
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2.3 The Electric System 

The Electric system consists of the following components: 
- 2 x 12 V batteries / 100Ah each.  
- Battery charger  
- DC electric motor/hyd gear pump power pack (for the lift function only). 
- 2 x electric drive motors with gearbox and brake unit.  
- Motor control unit (MCU). 
- Electric control unit (ECU). 
- Ground controls.  
- Platform controls with the joystick. 
The operator controls the ECU by operating either the ground controls or the 
platform controls. 
The ECU in turn communicates with the motor control unit (MCU) and DC 
motor/pump unit. 
Ground controls will only operate the lift up or lowering operation. 
The platform controller controls the lift/lower function, drive function and 
steering function. 
The brake system is integrated into the electric drive motor and controlled by 
the MCU. 
The electric brake is automatically applied when stopped, in case of loss of 
power or low power i.e. not enough power to drive. The brake can be released 
by the switch at the ground controls. 
The emergency lowering function is operating as described above (see 
hydraulic system 2.2). 

 
3. Safety Instructions 
 
3.2 GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
 

3.2.1 Operators  
Operators must be aged over 18 and hold an operating permit issued by an approved 

training centre and after verification of medical aptitude and practical platform 

operation tests. 

There must be at least two operators so that one can:  

·React quickly in an emergency. 

Take over the controls in the event of accident or failure. 

Monitor and prevent vehicles and pedestrians from moving around the platform. 
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Caution: 

 

Only trained and authorised persons may use this machine. 

 

3.2.2 Working Environment 

 

Never use the machine: 

 

On soft, unstable or cluttered ground 

On a slope that is greater than the permitted slope 

In the wind. The max wind speed 0 m/s indoor and outdoor use. 

Do not raise the platform in the wind and in the case where the platform 

is raised, lower the platform.  

Near electric lines (find out minimum distances according to voltage) 

In temperatures less than -29°C (particularly in cold rooms). 

Work is to be carried out at less than -29°C. 

In an explosive atmosphere  

During storms (lightning risk) 

At night if the machine is not equipped with the optional headlight 

·In the presence of intense electromagnetic fields (radar, moving and 

high currents) 

 

It is important to ensure that in normal operation, that is using the 

platform controls, the platform/turntable station selection key must be 

removed and kept on the ground by a person present and trained in 

emergency/rescue operation. 

Do not use the machine with a Load greater than the Safe working load. 
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3.2.3 Using the machine 

 

 

Caution: 

Do not use the machine as a crane, goods lift or elevator. 

 

To avoid all risks of serious falls, operators must comply 

with the following instructions: 

 

·Firmly hold the handrails when the machine is moving. 

·Wipe all traces of oil or grease from the steps, floor or hand rails.  

·Wear personal protective gear suited to the work conditions and 

applicable local regulations, in particular when working in hazardous 

areas 

·Do not disable the safety features of travel sensors 

·Avoid hitting stationary or moving obstacles 

·Do not use ladders or other accessories to increase working height 

·Do not use the handrails as a means of access to climb into or out of the 

platform (use the steps provided on the machine) 

 

Do not climb on the handrails while the machine is raised 

Do not use the machine without using up the platform’s protective rails 

or closing the safety gate  

Do not climb on the covers 

 

This machine is equipped with anchor points which will accept a single 

harness per point of anchor. These anchor points are indicated by the 

labels or decals. 

To avoid risks of overturning, operators must comply with the following 

instructions: 

 

·Do not tamper, interfere with or disable any safety features 
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·Do not exceed the maximum load and the maximum number of people 

allowed in the platform 

·Spread the load and place in the center of the platform if possible 

·Avoid hitting stationary or moving obstacles 

·Do not use the machine with a cluttered platform 

·Do not use the machine with elements that may increase its wind 

resistance (e.g.: panels) 

Do not perform machine maintenance operations while the machine is 

raised without implementing the necessary safety precautions (gantry 

crane, Scissors arm chocks) 

Perform daily checks and monitor correct operation during periods of 

use. 

 

3.3 RESIDUAL RISKS 

3.3.1 Risks of trembling or overturning 

 

The risks of vibration and overturning are high in the following 

situations: 

 

-Sudden action on the control levers 

-Platform overload 

-Ground collapse, potholes (be careful during thaw periods in 

winter)  

-Gusts of wind 

-Hitting an obstacle on the ground or overhead 

-Working on quays, pavements, etc 

 

3.3.2 Electric risks 

 

Electric risks are high in the following situations:  

-Contact with a live wires  

-Use during storms 

See “Minimum safety distances” from electric power lines 
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3.3.3 Risks of explosion or burning 

 

The risks of explosion or burning are high in the following 

situations: 

-Work in an explosive or inflammable atmosphere 

-Use of a machine with a hydraulic leak 

 

3.3.4 Risks of collision 

 

- Risk of crushing people located within the machine’s operating area 

-The operator must evaluate any overhead and surrounding area risks 

before using the machine. 

 

3.4 VERIFICATIONS CHECKS 

3.4.1 Periodical checks 

 

The machine must be examined every 6 months to detect any 

defects that may cause an accident. 

 

These examinations are carried out by an external organization or a 

competent person specially appointed by the company to carry out the 

inspection and tests. 

The inspection certificate should be kept with the machine and the 

examination results recorded and made available at all times for 

inspection by the company’s health and safety committee. A list of 

competent persons shall be similarly available. 
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Attention: 

The appointed competent persons must be experienced in the field of 

risk prevention. 

Verification, inspection or tests should be performed whilst the machine 

is in operation. 

 

3.4.2 Examination of machine suitability 

 

The company into which this machine is being used must ensure that the 

machine is suitable to the work being carried out in a safe secure manner. 

It should ensure that it is in compliance with the instruction manual. 

Upright is not responsible for any problems arising from the approval 

and use of non-original parts. 
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3.5 BEAUFORT SCALE 

 

The Beaufort scale is recognised throughout the world for measuring 

wind force and communicating weather conditions. The scale goes 

from 0 to 12 and each level represents a certain wind condition and 

speed or speed at 10 m (33 feet). 

Wind description Effects observed on land 
Kmh m/s 

  
     

0 Calm Smoke rises vertically 0-1 0-0.2 

1 Light air smoke indicates wind direction 1-5 0.3-1.5 
     

2 
Light breeze 

Wind felt on fac. Leaves rustle. 6-11 1.6-3.3 
 Wind vanes move   
    
     

3 
Gentle breeze 

Leaves and small twigs constantly 12-19 3.4-5.4 
 moving, flags move slightly   
    

4 Moderate Dust and light papers lifted, small 20-28 5.5-7.9 

 breeze branches move   

5 Fresh breeze Small trees sway. Waves form on 29-38 8.0-10.7 

  
lakes 

  
     

6 
Strong breeze 

Large branches move, electric wires 39-49 10.8-13.8 
 and  chimneys  whistle.  Umbrellas 

difficult to use 

  

    

     

7 Near gale All trees move. Resistance felt 50-61 13.9-17.1 

  
walking against the wind 

  
     

8 Gale Broken branches, generally cannot 62-74 17.2-20.7 
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3.6 SAFETY DISTANCES 
 
 

Voltage Minimum safety distance in meters 

0-300V Avoid contact 

300V-50KV 3.05m 

50KV-200KV 4.60m 

200KV-350KV 6.10m 

350KV-500KV 7.62m 

500KV-750KV 10.67m 

750KV-1000KV 13.72m 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
walk against the wind 

  
     

9 
Strong gale 

Wind  cases  slight  damage  to 75-88 20.8-24.4 
 buildings. Tiles and chimney pots 

lifted from rooftops. 
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4- Schematic 
4.1 Hydraulic schematic 
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4.2 Electrical schematic 

 

P
T

P
T
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5. Operate Instructions 

5.1 Checks before Use 
 
To ensure safe use, and to ensure the machine is in good working 

order a pre use visual and performance check should be carried out. 

 

Check contents: 

a. Visually chack all cables are intact and connected. 

b. Check that all functions are operating satisfactorily? 

c. Check for oil leakage around motors, cylinders and piping? 

d. Check all nuts are present and tightened? 

e. Check whether the level sensor alarm is operating satisfactorily 

operate sensor by tilting by hand, alarm will should if the max 

incline is exceeded. 

 

5.2 Check steps 

a. Plug in and turn the key switch until the indicator light is illuminated, 

only then can the machine be operated. 

 

5.3 Use Instructions 

a. Overload is prohibited! 

b. Do not enter the platform are when it is unsafe to do so. 

c. Do not move the machine when carrying out any work on the 

machine while the platform is elevated. 

d. When the platform is operating, the outriggers if fitted must be 

deployed. 

e.  Shaking the platform is strictly forbidden at all times. 

f. Working with electricity on the platform is prohibited. 

g. If there are unusual sounds or noise due to mechanical or hydraulic 

operation, immediately stop and inspect Refer to the (faults and 

troubleshooting) 

h. DC power supply should be disconnected. Battery life may be 

shortened considerably if left switched on. 
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6. Maintenance 
 
 

6.1 Safety warnings 
 

a. Only professionally qualified electricians/technicians shall carry 

out maintenance on these machines. 

 

b. When there is a need for major maintenance the machine should 

be supported with adequate equipment e.g Crane or chock to the 

Scissors arms or platform to prevent it dropping and thereby 

resulting in casualties. 
 

c. The operator shall never adjust the relief valve. Adjustment 

of the pressure relief valve, may result in malfunction of the 

hydraulic system, may cause oil pipe burst and consequently 

result in unnecessary injury to man and machine.  

 

d. Before the carrying out any repair to any part of the hydraulic 

system, the pressure should be relieved to prevent hydraulic oil 

spray and any inadvertent operation. 

 

6.2 Monthly maintenance 

 

a. Check the castors, intermediate scissors arm pivots and bearings, 

cylinder pins for wear. 

 

b.  Lubricate all parts where necessary for smooth operation and to 

prolong bearing and m 

 

c. check level of hydraulic oil. When Platform is fully elevated the 

hydraulic oil level should be a minimum 40-50mm deep at the bottom. 
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d.  Check the hydraulic oil quality for colour and consistency or for any 

dirt or grit or foreign matter. Replace oil and oil filter regularly using 32 

# hydraulic oil. 

 

6.3 Year-end Maintenance 

To be carried out by trained and authorised personnel 

a. Check all the hydraulic pipes and fittings, pipes shall not be damaged 

and joints shall not be loose. 

 

b. Remove and disassemble the support valve, blow the plunger by 

compressed air and then re-place with new seals. 

 

c. Remove and replace the hydraulic oil. Renew the filter and clean out 

hydraulic tank. 

 

d. Discard old oil in a safe manner complying with all local environmental 

standards 
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7. Common Faults and Solutions 

 

Common Faults and Solution Method Table 

 Fault phenomenon   Methods of solutions  

   
Voltage is too 
low   Check the electric potential of the starter  

      when the motor work overload, voltage  

      fluctuation range is between ±10%.  

   
Motor does 

not run   Check the motor and electric circuit.  
        

   
Motor 
reverse   

Check wiring is correctly fitted or controls 
are wired correctly. 
  

        

   Motor    
Check  the  circuit  breakers  and  
electrical  

   
does not 
operate   wiring.  

        

      
Check voltage at down solenoid to ensure it 
remains closed  

      Replace lowering/down valve if necessary  

 
Platform will 
not elevate  

Lowering 
valve     

   open     
        

   Relief valve    
Adjust the pressure relief valve when load is 
at 100% in the platform  

   
pressure is 
set too low     

        

   
The oil level 
is too low   Increase level the hydraulic oil  

        

        
        

   Suction filter   Clean the filter or replace.  
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   clogging     
        

   Suction pipe 
leak 

  Check the suction pipe and fittings, tighten  
     the  fitting,  if  necessary,   replace   

the connector 
 

       

   Overload   Reduce the load, overload is prohibited.  
        

   
Check valve 
oil leakage 

  Check cylinder lock valve  
 Platform      
 Lowers in  

an 
uncontrolled 

manner  

   
 

 
      

  
Lowering 
valve not   Check voltage at lowering valve  

   sealed   
If positive check short circuit in  electrical 
system,  

   if no,  

   such as no power to lowering valve,  

   replace lowering valve. Lubricate Lowering  

   valve   

  The fuel tank Replace the hydraulic cylinder seals.  

  leakage    
     

 
Platform will 
not lower 

Lowering 
Valve Failure 

Press the down function, use 
a voltage meter to detect a 
voltage at the lowering valve  

   
if no voltage check the wiring 
circuit  

   
if voltage detected replace 
down valve coil  

     

  
Lowering 

speed 

Set the  
rate at which the platform 
lowers by adjusting the 
regulation flow control valve.   

  

Incorrect, 
Refer  

Regulating 
control valve 

Replace with a new valve if 
lowering speed is not 
obtainable.  
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8. The Warranty Card 

MX 1430 Series Aerial Work Platform 

Owner’s 

Name 

 Date of 

Purchase 

 

Tel:  Invoice No.  

Add:  Serial No.  

Warranty 

Notes 

1. The warranty period is  

12 months from the date 

of purchase; 

2. If this card is lost, it cannot 

be replaced or duplicated. 

Please keep it safe. 

3. The voltage should match 

the rate voltage on the 

nameplate 

4. This products shall be use 

as intended and as outline 

in operators manual. 

5. The owner or operator 

shall not use the 

equipment without prior 

authorisation and training. 

6. The owner shall ensure 

regular inspection and 

proper maintenance. 

Warranty is 

void if the 

following 

prove to be 

the case  

1. No warranty card or the 

card exceeds 12 months. 

2. Damage caused by 

improper use, storage or 

transport. 

3. Damage due to incorrect 

Voltage and current  

4. Damage due to 

lightening, Storms, water 

ingress and other 

situations Upright 

consider are not 

regarded as being proper 

care and storage 

NOTE:  

1. If above items have discrepancies or omissions please contact 

Upright  

 

2. UpRight Ltd maintains the rights to make the final decision about 

the warranty in all cases.  

INSTANT UPRIGHT LTD 
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Date: 

 

9. FEEDBACK AND CLIENT SUGGESTIONS 
 

 
FEEDBACK AND CLIENTS SUGGESTIONS 

Product Name  Product Model  
    
 

Suggestions and Problems encountered: 

 

Date  Product use  
    

Your name  Company name  
    

Tel:  Fax:  
    

Add:    
    

E-mail:    
    

More suggestions   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If your product has problems or you have comments or suggestions, 

please fill the table above and email us.   
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10-Check and Maintenance Record 
 

 
Date 

 
Note 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


